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We describe a miniature reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer forin situ planetary surface
analysis. The laser ablation mass spectrometer~LAMS! measures the elemental and isotopic
composition of regolith materials without any sample preparation or high-voltage source extraction.
The small size (,23103 cm3) and low mass~;2 kg! of LAMS, due to its fully coaxial design and
two-stage reflectron, satisfy the very strict resource limitations of landed science missions to solar
system bodies. Microscopic surface samples are obtained with a short-pulse laser focused to a spot
with a diameter;30–50mm. Coupled with a microimager, LAMS can interactively select and
analyze a range of compositional regions~with lateral motion! and access unweathered, subsurface
materials~with repeated pulses!. The mass resolution is sufficient to distinguish isotopic peaks at
unit masses, and the detection limits are on the order of a few ppm. The design and calibration
method of a prototype LAMS device is given, including the development of preliminary relative
sensitivity coefficients for major element bulk abundance measurements. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~00!00602-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

As the exploration of the solar system expands in depth
and scope, the demand for miniature, yet fully capable, ana-
lytical instrumentation for space will increase. Mass spec-
trometers in particular, which can provide a complete chemi-
cal composition of all phases of matter, will continue to play
a central role in orbiting,1 descent,2 and landed3 planetary
missions. Several types of mass spectrometers for space, in-
cluding sector, quadrupole, and time-of-flight~TOF! instru-
ments, have been successfully flown or are under develop-
ment. One of the major challenges for mass spectrometry in
the next generation of landed missions to planets and small
bodies will be the necessity to robotically analyze materials
from a range of geological contexts. Thisin situ requirement
will call for instruments with simple, robust design, little or
no sample preparation, highly sensitive detectors, and a wide
mass range. This last factor will be especially important for
bodies such as Mars, Europa, and certain small bodies, where
the detection of organic molecules may be a key scientific
goal.

TOF-mass spectrometry~TOF-MS! is a particularly
promising technique forin situ science. Gas-phase ions are
detected with minimal attenuation compared to mass filters.
Mass resolution and sensitivity are, in principle, independent
of mass. The mass range is bounded only by the limits of
detectability and recording time. Additionally, TOF-MS is
ideal for analysis of solids due to its low sample usage, rapid,
multichannel detection, and natural coupling with pulsed de-
sorption. These features reduce the problem of elemental

fractionation observed in mass-scanning techniques. How-
ever, before the 1980s, the power of TOF-MS was limited by
a broad temporal spread of ion formation~i.e., lack of a good
‘‘zero’’ time ! and slow electronics. With the advent of short-
pulse lasers and high-speed transient digitizers over the past
two decades, these major limitations have been mostly over-
come and TOF-MS is experiencing a renaissance in the ana-
lytical community.4,5 The development of miniature
TOF-MS for space applications has thus entered a period of
optimistic growth.

TOF-MS instruments detecting energetic ions and neu-
tral atoms have flown on several missions, but have yet to be
successfully deployed for surface analysis. The Russian
PHOBOS mission carrying LIMA-D, a TOF-MS designed to
study the surface of Phobos from a hovering distance of
30–80 m, unfortunately failed to reach its objective.6 Current
efforts, such as use of the laser ablation mass spectrometer
~LAMS! described in this article, primarily focus on lander
or rover deployment scenarios. In the LAMS technique, the
spectrometer is positioned over a microscopic field of view,
chosen interactively with an optical imager, and a small vol-
ume of surface material is then evaporated and ionized with
a pulsed laser. On atmosphereless bodies such as asteroids,
no sample contact is required and forward contamination is
eliminated. On bodies with an atmosphere, a minimal inter-
action is required to bring material into a vacuum chamber,
but no further contact would be required by LAMS.

Following a description of the LAMS instrument and its
operation in Sec. II, we present results for some different
target materials, and discuss the process of abundance cali-
bration for in situ quantitative analysis.a!Electronic mail: william.brinckerhoff@jhuapl.edu
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II. EXPERIMENT

A. Laser ablation and ionization

The sampling method of LAMS is straightforward~Fig.
1!. A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser, with infrared wavelength
l51064 nm and pulse durationt58 ns, is focused to a
30–50mm diameter spot on the target surfacein vacuo. In
the laboratory system, small chip or pressed powder pellet
targets~;2 mm across! are mounted on the end of a coaxial
linear/rotary motion feedthrough~MDC K075-BRLM!. The
nominal operating pressure is 231027 Torr. The position of
the spot is chosen visually with a high-resolution camera that
shares the laser’s objective lens. A variable attenuator7 is
used to control the irradianceI, normally between 0.5 and 5
GW cm22. In this range, the primary sampling process is

ablation, wherein material is evaporated and ejected from the
target surface at a high rate, forming an expanding plume.
During ablation, molecular structures are dissociated into
their atomic constituents, and these vaporized atoms are sub-
sequently ionized as they leave the surface during the laser
pulse.8 Ionization occurs with varying efficiency and degree
at ablation irradiances. It is desired to operate with a maxi-
mal, uniform ionization fraction~occurring at higherI!
across all elements to best represent the abundances in the
analyte.9–12 However, for the same reason it is also desirable
to minimize production of multiply ionized atoms~also in-
creasing withI!, which can cause isobaric interferences in
the time-of-flight detection. For instance, doubly ionized iron
56Fe21 will interfere with singly ionized silicon28Si1. This
trade-off is not unduly restrictive. Empirically it has been
found that laser irradiances of 1–2 GW cm22 generate
mostly singly charged ions with reproducible efficiency and
sensitivity throughout the periodic table.9

Ablated ions leave the target surface with a distribution
of kinetic energies ranging up to hundreds of eV. This dis-
tribution naturally depends on the laser power density and
material composition, but is expected to remain constant for
a given ionic species in a given specimen under fixed condi-
tions. ~The meaning of ‘‘fixed conditions’’ is discussed be-
low.! In contrast with most laser time-of-flight instruments,
LAMS does not ‘‘extract’’ ions from the target region by
pre-accelerating them through a high potential difference.
The purpose of extraction in other instruments is to increase
the number of ions reaching the detector~via collimation!
and to increase resolution by decreasing the relative spread
of ion kinetic energies with respect to their mean energy. For
example, in matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization
~MALDI !, the target backplate is set at a several kV positive
potential with respect to a nearby grounded grid to extract
low-abundance, high-mass species.13

In LAMS, the plasma plume generated at ablation irra-
diances tends to shield external fields from the ion source
region, which would reduce the intended benefits of any
pre-acceleration.14–16Furthermore, pre-accelerated ions have
shorter flight times that can strain the temporal resolution
requirements in a miniature instrument. It is also generally
desired to avoid high voltages and related design complexi-
ties and restrictions to permit laser ablation of unprepared
surface materials in a direct, flexible fashion. LAMS is there-
fore designed to accept the natural kinetic energy distribution
arising from the plume, and approaches the mass resolution
issue solely through the use of ion energy focusing and win-
dowing ~see below!. Low-energy analysis of the kinetic en-
ergy distribution of ablated ions under various conditions has
proven to be useful for the understanding of matrix effects,
selective fractionation, and ion interactions. Such informa-
tion is vital for determining the optimal operating procedure
for unknown specimens on remote missions, where high ef-
ficiency is required.

Ions with trajectories within approximately 3° from ver-
tical pass through a hole in the center of the detector assem-
bly and enter the LAMS flight tube~Fig. 1!. These ions
continue up in a field-free region until entering a coaxial
reflectron~described next!, where they experience a repel-

FIG. 1. ~a! LAMS shown in orientation forin situ sampling, with a cutaway
showing the internal design.~b! Instrument schematic. An;8 ns pulse from
the Nd:YAG laser is expanded, collimated, and directed through a focusing
objective into the flight tube. The laser passes through the grids of the
two-stage reflection, the free-flight region, and the hole in the center of the
analytical grid/detector assembly to a focused spot of interest on the surface.
Positive ions travel up through the same hole, are repelled by the reflectron,
and strike the active surface of a microchannel plate at a sequence of times
proportional to the square root of their mass-to-charge ratios.
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ling field due to grids at fixed electrostatic potentials. A frac-
tion of the ions are turned around and impinge upon the
active detector surface. The compactness of LAMS is partly
due to this ‘‘fully coaxial’’ design. That is, the optical path
of the laser and camera goes along the flight axis,through
the reflectron grids, and through the centered hole in the
detector assembly, normal to the target surface. The interac-
tion between the defocused laser and the grids of the reflec-
tron is negligible.

B. Energy focusing and windowing

The configuration of LAMS is similar to that of the
LIMA-D and LASMA instruments.14 Ions travel from the
target surface through a time-of-flight region and are de-
tected by a dual microchannel plate~MCP! assembly at a
sequence of times proportional to the square root of their
mass-to-charge ratios. That is, TOF}(m/z)1/2 for a given ion
with massm and positive chargez. The constant of propor-
tionality depends of course on the initial energy of the ion
and the particular path it takes through the spectrometer. It is
generally desired to arrange for this constant to be the same
for a givenm/z over a wide range of energies, so that ions
with the same mass arrive at the detector simultaneously.
LAMS achieves such energy focusing with a second-order
electrostatic ion mirror, or reflectron. As shown in Fig. 1, the
reflectron consists of a stack of rings that define the above-
mentioned repelling field. Mesh grids across three of these
rings serve to divide the reflectron into two constant-field
regions. The lowest grid is at ground, while the upper two
are set at adjustable potentialsV1 andV2 .

Now, whereas in the field-free, or free-flight, region the
TOF varies with energy asE21/2, in the reflectron region the
TOF varies asE11/2. By tuning the field profile in the reflec-
tron via the grid voltagesV1 andV2 , the time-of-flight dis-
persion at the position of the detector can be nearly elimi-
nated over a wide energy range. Specifically, ions with
higherE penetrate more deeply into the repelling field of the
reflectron, and the extra time they spend in the reflectron
permits lagging, lower-energy ions to ‘‘catch up’’ by the
time the entire packet reaches the detector. The presence of
the first stage gridV1 simultaneously permits a wider range
of energy focusing and allows the reflectron to be signifi-
cantly shorter than the free-flight region. This means a min-
iature instrument can accommodate laser focusing over a
rough surface and maintain high performance. The minimum
free-flight distance is actually set by the necessary separation
between the reflectron and the detector. In the LAMS labo-
ratory development system, the reflectron length is only 4
cm, while the free-flight distance is 14–22 cm. As part of the
free-flight distance is external to the flight tube, a flight ver-
sion of LAMS is estimated at,20 cm total length.

The mass resolutionR is determined by the temporal
width of the arriving packet of ions with a given mass, rela-
tive to the time interval before arrival of the next mass.
Equivalently, it may be expressed asR5m/Dm5t/(2Dt),
whereDt is the temporal width~say, at half maximum! of
the ion packet andt its mean time of flight. To achieve
‘‘unit’’ mass resolution, where peaks at neighboring mass

numbers do not interfere,17 R should be in excess of 250
~achieved by LAMS!. For free flight only, this would trans-
late into a restriction on initial kinetic energy width of
DE/E,1/500 but, with its two-stage reflectron, LAMS im-
proves this toDE/E&1/4.

In practice, LAMS samples an energy band from the full
distribution that is narrower than this theoretical limit. This
is accomplished with a discrimination, or ‘‘analytical’’ three-
grid assembly placed in front of the detector. The top and
bottom grids are grounded, and the voltageVA on the center
grid is set such thatV1<VA<V2 , defining an acceptance
window betweenVA andV2 . As such, only ions that reach
the second stage of the reflectron (V.V1) are detected. This
windowing is desired to prevent unfocused ions from reach-
ing the detector. In the present geometry the optimal focus is
found at approximatelyV1'0.6V2 ~see below!, below the
range where the reflectron TOF versus energy curve varies
significantly.

Spectra are recorded by digitizing the current output of
the MCP as a function of time after the laser pulse. TOF
spectra are automatically converted into mass spectra using a
scale coefficient calculated from the instrument dimensions
and grid voltages. Neglecting the initial temporal and spatial
spread of ions, as well as interactions between them, the
LAMS TOF-to-mass scale for a particle with massm and
initial kinetic energyzV is given by

S 2z

m D 1/2
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L11L2

V1/2 1
4d1

V1
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whereL1 andL2 make up the total free-flight distance~sur-
face to reflectron, reflectron to detector!, d1 and d2 are the
lengths of the two reflectron regions,a1 anda2 are the dis-
tances separating the analytical grids,a3 is the distance from
the lower ground grid to the upper MCP, andVD is the
~negative! potential across the MCP. The accuracy and re-
producibility of this scale are sufficiently high that calibra-
tion corrections are not required.

Neglecting the last two terms, as (a11a2)/VA and
a3 /uVDu are small, and writingc5V1 /V2 andp5V/V2 , the
TOF expression may be approximated by

V2
1/2t/L'

1

p1/21
4d1

c
@p1/22~p2c!1/2#1

4d2

12c
~p2c!1/2,

~2!

where t5(2z/m)1/2t, L5L11L2 , d15d1 /L, and d2

5d2 /L. Figure 2, which plots Eq.~2! as a function ofc for
variousp.c, demonstrates the presence of a high-order fo-
cus atV1'0.6V2 . This point has been experimentally con-
firmed to high accuracy by LAMS. A small, reproducible
correction for the time spent in the analytical grid region
may be added to obtain elemental peak assignments that are
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reliable enough for autonomous operation. An example one-
dimensional plot of ion trajectories~heighty vs t! is shown
in Fig. 3. The ion energies in the plot range linearly fromVA

to V2 in 5 eV steps for clarity. A realistic distribution of
trajectories would show a density of lines varying according
to the window (VA , V2) on the instrinsic ion kinetic energies
~often modeled as a modified Boltzmann distribution for ab-
lation!.

C. Detection and sensitivity

The microchannel plates are operated within the ‘‘cur-
rent mode’’ range 1.6 kV&uVDu&2 kV. The output current

as a function of time is digitized as a voltage by two chan-
nels of a Tektronix TDS 744A oscilloscope set at different
gains. Signals exceeding the 8 bit range of the high-gain
channel are stored as a low-gain value to give a net signal
capability with a wide dynamic range. An entire spectrum is
recorded in under 60ms. Shot to shot intervals are limited by
data processing and the laser duty cycle.~Currently, LAMS
records spectra at 0.1–0.2 Hz.!

The average transmission and sensitivity of LAMS may
be estimated by working forward from the sample volume
and backward from the measured MCP signal.18 For a rocky
sample material of 2 g cm23, approximately 1013 atoms~1
ng! are ablated from the target surface. However, an average
moderate-irradiance, narrow-window curent versus time
LAMS spectrum on a terrestrial basalt sample integrates to
;531029 C, or ;331010 electrons. At the gain and effi-
ciency of the MCP, this corresponds to;105 ions detected
over the TOF. The eight-order difference between ablation
and detection is accounted for by the ionization efficiency
and the transmission. The transmission attenuation is due to
three factors:~1! the acceptance angle of the MCP hole,~2!
the transparency of the grids, and~3! the energy window. We
estimate the MCP aperture introduces a factor of;1023

based on the 0.05 rad opening half angle and the expected
forward plume bias. Approximately one order (1021) is
caused by collisions with and scattering from the grids. The
energy window factor is between 1022 and 1021 for narrow-
window spectra. Therefore, the transmission is 1026– 1025.
The average ionization efficiency is then approximately
1022– 1023. ~The ionization efficiencies for particular spe-
cies may vary, but they are expected to approach unity as the
irradiance is increased above;1 GW cm22.! In conventional
units, the sensitivity is;5 C g21.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our assessment of the quantitative capability of LAMS
has involved measurements of a range of standard and un-
known target materials of scientific interest~metals, rocks,
clays, etc.!. From standard materials, we can determine the
relative sensitivity of LAMS to specific elements within a
range of energy windows, and variations between matrix
types. Unknown targets, presented as blinds, provide the best
tests of the ability of LAMS to distinguish major subtypes
~as in petrology or meteoritics! and of the limits of inferen-
tial mineralogy ~probabilistic norms!. All materials can be
used to study isotope ratios. We present here results for the
National Institute of Standards and Technology~NIST! stan-
dard reference material~SRM! C1154a steel~19Cr–13Ni
stainless!, a Co–W carbide, and a terrestrial desert basalt.

A. SRM C1154a steel

The known elements in SRM C1154a, as provided by
NIST, are C, N, Si, P, S, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Co, Cu, Nb, Mo,
Ta, and Pb, and all but P, S, and Pb were detected within a
few laser shots. In addition, the elements H, B, O, K, Ca, Sc,
Zn, and As were regularly observed in well-defined energy
ranges in both surface and at-depth spectra. We analyzed the
relative elemental and isotopic sensitivities with a simple

FIG. 2. Approximate one-dimensional model of the scaled TOF in LAMS as
a function ofc5V1 /V2 for variousp5V/V2 . Since ions withV,VA are
rejected by the discrimination grids~see the text!, only those withV.VA

.V1 , penetrating into the second reflection region, are shown.

FIG. 3. One-dimensional model of the ion position as a function of scaled
TOF for LAMS. Each trajectory represents an ion with a particular initial
kinetic energy betweenVA andV2 . The energy step size shown in 5 eV for
clarity.
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protocol as follows. First, the reflectron voltages were set to
a particular energy band-pass window, beginning with high-
est range of (VA ,V2)5(150,200) V. The sample height was
adjusted so that the surface was slightly below the laser focus
~minimum beam waist diameter!. With the detector voltage
at a fixedVD51.8 kV, the laser power was varied until clear,
reproducible spectra were observed. This ‘‘working’’ laser
power was set between the points where the singly and dou-
bly ionized peaks were just visible above the background. In
SRM C1154a, the dominant56Fe1 peak was always the first
signal to appear at low power and among the first peaks to
appear doubly ionized at higher power.~Recognizing spectra
where56Fe21 interfered with28Si1 was not a problem, as the
isotopes of Fe and Cr were observed to doubly ionize as a
group, producing a different peak pattern than that of the Si
isotopes.! A series of 50 TOF spectra were then recorded,
mass scaled, and integrated, and the procedure repeated for
each of the seven windows: (VA ,V2)5(150,200), ~110,
150!, ~80, 110!, ~65, 80!, ~55, 65!, ~45, 55!, and~35, 45! V.
Spectra below 35 V required a significant decrease in laser
energy and contained many broadened and asymmetrical
peak shapes. These could not be analyzed in equal terms
with the other windows and were neglected in this initial
study.

Table I compares the measured LAMS signal in the
seven energy windows to the values provided by NIST for

this target. In the first column, elements denoted by asterisks
~V, Cr, Fe, and Ni! exclude the isobaric isotope peaksm/z
~54! and ~58!. The values for these shared peaks are com-
pared to (54)554Cr154Fe and (58)558Fe158Ni using stan-
dard terrestrial isotopic abundances. In the case ofm/z ~50!,
the small fraction (3.531026) due to V was neglected. The
NIST weight and atomic percentages are given in the second
and third columns, with uncertified values in parentheses. As
the LAMS signal is a current proportional to the number of
detected ions, measured values should be compared to the
atomic percentage. The Table I entries are averages of raw
signal integrals as ratios of the total detected ion yield
~TDY!. The TDY is the raw signal integral over the entire
TOF range, above a fitted baseline. It may be considered an
empirical proxy to the output of the complex ablation and
ionization processes in LAMS. Entries denoted as ‘‘•••’’ de-
note insufficient data and/or failed peak detection.

The results in Table I are from the subset of the 50 laser
shots within the range 10,TDY,100. Below TDY;10,
only the major peaks of Cr, Fe, and Ni were observed, and
quantitative results were extremely sensitive to baseline fit-
ting. Above TDY;100, the major peaks tended to saturate
the low-gain channel of the oscilloscope, precluding a major-
to-minor element comparison and any absolute percentages.
The number of spectra averaged thus ranged from 31 to 45.

As may be inferred from Table I, relative elemental sen-

TABLE I. Comparison of NIST and LAMS measured atomic abundances for SRM C1154a in various energy windows. Asterisks denote sums excluding the
isobaricm/z peaks~50!, ~54!, and~58!: V* 5(51), Cr* 5(50)1(52)1(53), Fe* 5(56)1(57), and Ni* 5(60)1(61)1(62)1(64). NIST percentages with
parentheses are not certified. Table entries with ‘‘¯’’ did not have sufficient data to be calculated.

Element

NIST ~35, 45! ~45, 55! ~55, 65! ~65, 80! ~80, 110! ~110, 150! ~150, 200!

~wt. %! ~at. %! x̄ s x̄ s x̄ s x̄ s x̄ s x̄ s x̄ s

B 0 0 0.06 0.03 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

C 0.100 0.457 0.07 0.04 0.26 0.20 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.05 0.11 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

N ~0.077! ~0.302! 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

O 0 0 0.13 0.07 0.27 0.34 0.32 0.46 0.42 0.86 0.15 0.29̄ ¯ ¯ ¯

Si 0.530 1.035 0.94 ¯ 0.63 ¯ 0.34 0.10 0.00 0.06 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

P 0.060 0.106 0.015 0.009 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

S 0.051 0.087 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Cl 0 0 0.02 0.02 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

K 0 0 0.14 0.11 0.03 0.04 ¯ ¯ 0.08 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.35 0.20 0.90 0.65
Ca 0 0 0.05 0.03 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.69 0.33 2.14 0.97
Ti ~0.004! ~0.005!
V* 0.135 0.145 0.27 0.15 0.85 0.27 0.45 0.13 0.21 0.07 0.13 0.11 0.17 0.13 0.37 0.37
Cr 19.310 20.373
Cr* 19.888 12.81 4.52 17.82 3.43 16.92 2.89 15.49 3.23 19.22 3.64 13.62 2.76 13.08 5.37
~54! 4.146 4.59 0.31 4.23 0.72 4.10 0.40 4.02 0.34 4.05 0.43 4.26 0.42 4.86 0.69
Mn 1.440 1.438 2.27 1.01 4.68 1.34 2.66 0.98 1.56 0.49 1.70 0.56 1.73 0.82 2.21 1.44
Fe 64.043 62.908
Fe* 59.039 63.22 3.87 58.01 1.77 63.97 4.16 62.83 5.09 62.69 4.15 60.15 3.39 60.90 10.24
~58! 8.502 9.63 1.51 7.64 1.58 7.74 1.46 8.25 1.27 7.99 0.88 8.86 1.17 8.99 1.80
Ni 13.080 12.224
Ni* 3.934 4.60 0.86 3.94 0.88 3.67 0.67 4.02 0.75 3.73 0.78 5.33 0.89 6.57 1.56
Co 0.380 0.354 0.65 0.16 1.09 0.40 0.87 0.35 0.58 0.15 0.43 0.11 0.60 0.11 0.78 0.24
Cu 0.440 0.380 0.43 0.08 0.44 0.12 0.38 0.14 0.45 0.15 0.29 0.23 0.74 0.21 1.01 0.56
As 0 0 0.11 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.55 0.20 1.09 0.69
Nb ~0.220! ~0.130! 0.10 0.26 0.43 0.31 0.52 0.94 2.08 3.41 0.45 0.25 1.65 0.74 2.93 2.39
Mo 0.068 0.039 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Ta ~0.045! ~0.014! ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Pb 0.017 0.005 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Mean TDY 59.90 37.04 27.46 29.02 33.82 40.47 42.34
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sitivities and abundance precision depended strongly on the
ion kinetic energy range. The lowest-mass elements~B
through P! were only found in the lower-energy windows.
Individual-window abundances for C, N, Si, and P fell sig-
nificantly below their known bulk values. This observation is
in agreement with results from another NIST steel sample,19

and with the expectation that lower-mass ions generally have
lower mean kinetic energies in laser ablation.20 The total
LAMS signals ~abundance weighted by mean TDY! for
seven elements are plotted as a function of energy window
midpoint in Fig. 4~a!. B, C, and O data are scaled for clarity.

Interpreted as kinetic energy spectra, the signals for C and O
correspond to distributions with means of&50–70 and
;50–80 eV, respectively. These means are upper bounds, as
they assume that the behavior below~35, 45! eV is a simple
extension of the observed trends. In fact, there is preliminary
evidence21 for a large increase in carbon ions below 30 eV in
NIST steels. The total carbon integral is thus expected to be
closer to the expected value than the limited energy range
data presented here. Similarly, the signals for B and Si in-
crease for lower energies, implying spectra with means be-
low ~35, 45! eV.

Heavier elements~K through Nb! were detected across
the entire energy range measured. The highest-mass elements
observed reproducibly~As and Nb! were increasingly preva-
lent with increasing energy, as expected@Fig. 4~a!#. In the
~35, 45! eV band,93Nb was emitted with an approximately
accurate atomic abundance, but it increased to more than 20
times the expected value at the highest energies, in agree-
ment with the behavior of the neighboring element Mo in
another NIST steel.19,22 This increase may be due to more
than individual window fractionation alone. Within the en-
ergy range scanned, the ‘‘total’’ relative resistivity coeffi-
cients ~RSCs! ~from the signal summed over all the win-
dows! for the heavy elements were also anomalously high.

The major transition metal elements V through Cu were
directly accurate to within 5%–20% in several energy win-
dows. The ratios of measured to expected atomic percentage,
or RSCs, for the major elements Cr, Fe, and Ni are plotted as
a function of the energy window midpoint in Fig. 4~b!. The
error bars correspond to one standard deviation. The ob-
served RSC values for these elements suggest flatter energy
spectra than those seen for the minor elements. Of particular
note is the enhanced accuracy and precision for these ele-
ments in the band~80, 110! eV. The best average accuracy
for the minor transition metals V, Mn, Co, and Cu~not plot-
ted! also coincided with this window, where all four ele-
ments exhibited broad minima in their TDY-weighted sig-
nals. This energy spectrum minimum, which follows from
the mean TDY variation~Table I!, may be an intrinsic fea-
ture of laser-ablated metals, exhibiting ‘‘thermal’’~;10 eV!
and ‘‘accelerated’’~;100 eV! energy peaks.9,23

In Table II, the measured minor isotopic abundances are
compared to standard terrestrial values. Ratios were taken

FIG. 4. LAMS results for NIST SRM C1154a steel.~a! Net ion signal vs
kinetic energy window midpoint for B, C, N, O, Si, As, and Nb. The B, C,
and O points are scaled for clarity.~b! RSC calculated as the ratio of mea-
sured to expected atomic abundance for Cr, Fe, and Ni. Major isobaricm/z
values 54 and 58 are evaluated separately using standard terrestrial isotopic
percentages. The points are positioned at energy midpoints, and the window
endpoints are shown as (VA , V2).

TABLE II. Comparison of standard and measured minor isotopic abundances in SRM C1154a for various energy windows.

Elements Std %

~35, 45! ~45, 55! ~55, 65! ~65, 80! ~80, 110! ~110, 150! ~150, 200!

x̄ s x̄ s x̄ s x̄ s x̄ s x̄ s x̄ s

10B 18.98 20.19 4.91 21.38 6.43 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

13C 1.11 1.28 0.76 1.14 0.06 1.20 0.18 1.28 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

29Si 4.71 5.53 0.04 5.73 0.30 5.55 0.18 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

30Si 3.12 2.97 0.42 3.86 1.12 2.72 0.17 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

37Cl 24.23 24.48 1.85 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 24.99 0.40 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

50Cr* 4.40 4.11 0.38 3.73 0.34 3.72 0.38 3.78 0.39 3.28 0.40 4.39 1.18 6.73 1.97
53Cr* 9.78 10.01 2.10 13.67 3.79 11.00 2.79 9.75 2.83 8.69 1.48 9.90 2.30 12.90 2.67
57Fe* 2.33 4.02 0.89 7.74 1.68 3.92 0.99 3.06 0.86 2.67 1.01 3.03 0.58 4.05 1.16
61Ni* 3.70 6.37 1.28 8.67 1.79 8.72 2.32 5.15 1.04 4.45 1.72 5.54 1.82 6.30 2.05
62Ni* 11.38 12.31 1.71 11.58 1.86 12.66 2.20 12.73 2.06 11.50 0.90 13.24 1.94 15.63 2.60
64Ni* 3.36 4.31 0.59 4.09 1.04 4.08 1.17 3.90 1.21 2.84 0.65 4.82 2.04 5.46 2.78
65Cu 30.91 32.23 6.97 30.32 6.22 31.26 9.41 30.95 6.90 29.34 4.88 31.07 3.08 29.72 2.36
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with respect to the total elemental detected yield~EDY!, or
for elements with isobaric interferences, the unambiguous
subtotal ~as introduced above!. Performance without any
standardization or elemental envelope adjustment was very
good. Ratios for10B, 13C, 37Cl, 50Cr, 62Ni, and 65Cu had an
uncorrected average accuracy of less than 7%. Energy-
dependent isotopic fractionation is not expected to be as sig-
nificant as it is for elements, but some marked anomalies did
occur in the~45, 55! and~150, 200! eV range. It was discov-
ered that, in these cases, the number of spectra in which
isotope measurements could be reliably made was reduced.
Increasing counting statistics for averaging will probably
smooth the observed sensitivity trends. Isotopic abundance
accuracy for these elements increased with separation from
the dominant56Fe peak, implying that baseline and peak
shape sensitivity introduced systematic errors. A striking ex-
ample of this effect is the65Cu/Cu value, with an average
standard deviation of 2.4%. The total Cu content of C1154a
is only 0.38 at. %, but the absence of any broadened neigh-
boring peaks permitted a highly reproducible measurement.
Isotopic accuracy for the minor elements also increased with
EDY, as expected, given the constancy of the baseline noise.
For those spectra in the top 10% of the EDY range for a
given minor element, sub-1% errors were regularly observed
~although insufficient data were obtained in this range to
calculates!.

The single-shot detection limit in SRM C1154a was es-
timated as 18 ppm atom by the detection of34S with a signal-
to-noise ratio of 2. Due to the high reproducibility of the
peak positions, automated averaging of spectra should pro-
vide improvements approaching theN21/2 dependence with
random noise. The average resolution for most peaks in the
low-mass range wasm/Dm;200 using the half-width at
half-maximum definition.

The overall performance with this standard steel was
quite encouraging, given the modest number of spectra aver-
aged and the ability of the small laser spot to sample the
heterogeneity of the target. The elemental and isotopic accu-
racy equals or exceeds that of other laser mass spectrometric
methods when no standards are used.11 The middle energy
range of high reproducibility indicates that a LAMS calibra-
tion can be obtained for accurate measurement of ‘‘neighbor-
ing’’ elements within a single energy window, reducing the
overall energy scanning. The narrow-window view works
well here for absolute abundances because this neighboring
element sequence comprises the vast majority of atoms in the
solid. More generally, such a calibration would be most suit-
able for nearby-element ratios~e.g., to Fe!, which are not
sensitive to absolute fluctuations of the considered mass
range.

To better understand the fractionation behavior of low-
energy ions in LAMS, we performed a separate analysis of a
Co–W carbide target. Due to the simpler stoichiometry of
the carbide relative to C1154a, we were able to obtain repro-
ducible elemental yields to below 10 eV, with 5 eV win-
dows. A sensitivity much closer to the total RSC could thus
be obtained by integrating the entire energy range. A simple
scan was recorded from a fresh surface for each of two
incident laser irradiances,I 150.77 GW cm22 and I 2

51.0 GW cm22. Figure 5 shows the raw distributions ob-
tained for the three elements C, Co, and W. These elements
are well separated in the TOF spectra~meanm/z512, 59,
and 184 amu/e!, and their low-energy spectra were unam-
biguously integrated. The plots demonstrate the sensitivity of
ionization to the species and the laser power density. As
expected from the NIST steel studies, C was found almost
entirely below 50 eV. The total carbon signal increased by
only a factor of 1.11 fromI 1 to I 2 ~from 295 to 327!, while
the Co and W signals increased manyfold~2.86 and 7.29
times, respectively!. When compared to the certified atomic
abundance ratios~C/Co 1.36, C/W 1.29!, there was a large
relative excess of C~C/Co 3.38, C/W 2.91! at low irradiance,
but W/Co was accurate to within 10%. At high irradiance,
there was a relative excess of W, but C/Co agreed to within
3% ~C/Co 1.31, C/W 0.44!.

The irradiances used here are near the lower end of the
‘‘hot plasma’’ range,9 in which the ionization efficiency is
fairly uniform and near 100%, and the ablation mass is pro-
portional to I 1/2/m1/4. For a given laser shot in this range,
higher-mass atoms are ablated less efficiently~although
weakly so!. However, Co and W also have lower ionization
potentials than C. At irradiances below;1 GW cm22, the
fractions of ablated Co and W atoms that are ionized will be

FIG. 5. Ion kinetic energy spectra for C, Co, and W in a carbide LAMS
target. The energy range was scanned in 5 eV steps for each of the two laser
irradiances (I 150.77 GW cm22 and I 251.0 GW cm22).
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enhanced, countering the ablation mass trend.~Above ;1
GW cm22, the dependence on the ionization potential
dissipates.!24 Thus the irradiance regime used may host com-
peting fractionation trends, with total RSCs that are quite
sensitive to fluctuations in laser coupling and sample hetero-
geneity. The increases in Co/C and W/C withI may indicate
that the ‘‘hot’’ range is attained for Co and W at lower irra-
diance than for C. This trend is consistent with the anoma-
lously high total RSCs for higher-mass elements seen in
other targets. The high-irradiance W ion energies also exhib-
ited a double-peaked distribution, with means of;40–50
and;110–120 eV. The complexity introduced by the sensi-
tivity to irradiance and by possible multimodal energy
spectra25 indicates that any autonomous operation of LAMS
should include a general scan of a wide energy range, in
addition to sequences of shots within select narrow windows
as described above.

B. Terrestrial basalt

As a more realistic target for futurein situ studies, we
have begun to examine a terrestrial desert basalt sample with
LAMS. The specimen was presented as a ‘‘partial’’ blind
~the exact origin and mineralogy have not been disclosed!,
and the subclassification analysis is ongoing. Preliminary
studies of the basalt have already been quite helpful in as-
sessing the reproducibility of elemental and isotopic yields,
as well as the ability of LAMS to probe into the subsurface
layers of rocky materials.

Detected elements were H, C, O, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, K,
Ca, Ti, V, Mn, Fe, and a few rare earths at trace levels.
Spectra were clearly distinguishable between surface and
bulk types and between ‘‘high Fe’’ and ‘‘low Fe’’ within the
bulk. Sequences recorded at a fixed location, but at varying
depths, changed between high-Fe and low-Fe types within a
few shots, similar to the behavior seen in a carbonaceous
chondrite target.19 Figure 6~a! shows an example single-shot
bulk spectrum from the basalt target in the energy window
~65, 75! eV. It is typical of the high-Fe bulk regions~atomic
Fe/Si.3, vs the;0.2 expected! observed in approximately
1/3 of the spectra in this range. The low-Fe spectra compris-
ing the remaining bulk measurements were clustered around
Fe/Si;1. Averaged abundance ratios therefore reflect the
strong fractionation bias~in this narrow energy range! to-
ward higher masses as seen in other targets. Similarly, the
spectra were markedly low in O~atomic O/Si,0.5 versus
the ;3 expected!.

Isotopic ratios were more accurate and reproducible in
this target than in any of the metal alloys examined. The
minor isotope abundances in the Mg–Ti series agreed to
within 5%, the maximum observed standard deviation of raw
signal ratios. Figure 6~b! shows Ti isotope data for 22 laser
shots. The increase in relative sensitivity from25% to15%
may reflect an intrinsic bias toward higher masses, as was
seen in SRM C1154a, but over a much narrower mass range.
This trend was slightly modulated according to the baseline
fitting method, but the overall errors were stable. Highly re-
producible and accurate isotope ratios in this mass range
were also observed in a carbonaceous chondrite meteorite.19

The potential to distinguish mineralogical regions with
LAMS has led to a focus on surface layer analyses. Surface
layers on rocky materials are known to arise from various
processes reflective of the interaction of the material with its
environment over time. By microscopically studying a rock
from its surface inward, we may infer the history of aqueous,
wind-borne, biogenic, and other processes in the vicinity of
the exposed surface. This analysis is of particular importance
for in situ probes, which must access material within and
below a weathered surface, to properly determine the rock
type and geological context. The basalt target~observed
through the LAMS imager! had a mottled surface indicative
of weathering. We examined a sequence of 150 spectra in a
~140, 150! eV window from a fresh surface to see if a rock
varnish26 could be detected from LAMS spectra. The raw
atomic Mn/Fe,~Na1K!/Si, and Al/Si ratios were monitored
in real time and plotted~Fig. 7!.

Nearly every spectrum contained Mn and Fe, while ap-
proximately 20 out of the 150 shots did not generate suffi-
cient signal to measure the Na1K and Al ratios, giving those
plots a more decimated appearance. The Mn/Fe ratio began
at a high, constant value~.1!, then dropped precipitously
after ;70 shots to a value more in line with terrestrial ba-
salts. With the estimated 0.2–0.3mm per shot, the detected
layer was;15–20mm thick. This is the expected behavior
for varnish layers, which are known to be high in Mn due to
the presence of a manganese oxide known as birnessite.26

Due to the usual inclusion of Na and K atoms in this mineral,
the atomic ratio of~Na1K!/Si was also of interest. From the
plot, it clearly had similar behavior to Mn/Fe. Since the Si

FIG. 6. Terrestrial desert basalt results from LAMS.~a! Sample single-shot
spectrum from a ‘‘dark’’ bulk region in the energy window~65, 75! eV. ~b!
Measured isotopic abundances for Ti compared to expected terrestrial values
in basalt. Standard percentages are shown below the isotope masses. The
error bars correspond to one standard deviation for 22 laser shots.
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abundance was constant, within experimental precision, over
the entire sequence, the transition is between regions of high
and low Na1K. The ‘‘bulk’’ value of ~Na1K!/Si;0.07 is
lower than, but comparable to, the expected range for basalts
~;0.11–0.13!.27 The third ratio monitored, Al/Si, shows the
same qualitative behavior, with a highly reproducible varnish
layer value of;0.4, but with a less pronounced drop into the
bulk phase than the other two ratios. We are not aware of a
high aluminum oxide characteristic of rock varnish, and this
is the only other element ratio that showed a significant layer
transition.~Conspicuously absent was a variation in C. High
C from magnetotactic bacteria discussed in some theories of
rock varnish would be expected to drop in the bulk phase.
However, almost no C was detected in the high energy win-
dow used here.!

C. Instrument outlook

The results for LAMS thus far are very encouraging for
high sensitivity and quantitatively basedin situ classification
of major rock and soil types. The highly miniaturized design
of LAMS also permits its use in a multicontext mission,
where several samples are taken from a wide area. The depth
ability with the basalt demonstrates LAMS access to bulk,
unweathered material. The degree of accuracy and precision
in science return from a mission including LAMS will de-
pend both on the overall instrument suite~the complementa-
rity of multiple detectors!, and ona priori knowledge of the
intrinsic relative sensitivities in LAMS. The initial calibra-
tion of RSCs on standard and unknown targets has been
described in this article. A much wider range of experimental

conditions and materials is currently under investigation, and
should lead to a ‘‘flight-ready’’ approach for unknownin situ
samples.

Determining the empirical relationship between the
LAMS detector output and the elemental and isotopic abun-
dances within the analyte is the goal for assessing quantita-
tive ability. The relative sensitivity coefficient is, in general,
a function of the laser-target coupling, the target composi-
tion, and the LAMS ion optics and detection parameters. A
good RSC calibration clearly depends on understanding the
reproducibility of experimental conditions.28 The ion optics
and detection setup generate a fractionation that is expected
to be small and reproducible for any material. Further, for
bulk averages, the use of laser irradiances slightly above;1
GW cm22 gives high, uniform ablation and ionization effi-
ciencies across many target types. However, the variation in
laser–target coupling may lead to irreproducible experimen-
tal conditions in some cases. In particular, surface morphol-
ogy fluctuations can change characteristics of the plume
from shot to shot, and thus ablation is often viewed as un-
predictable. For appropriately defined averages, though, re-
producibility may be restored and an ‘‘intrinsic’’ instrumen-
tal RSC may be observed. For instance, abundances within
small grains may be obtained by averaging enough spectra to
detect all variations from the bulk, but few enough to remain
within the grain. As such, the specific requirements for quan-
titative analysis with LAMS may depend on the composition
information desired.

All analyses use a common energy windowing and fo-
cusing method based on the instrument description above.
Normally, several windows (VA , V2) are used to sample the
kinetic energy distribution of emitted ionized species. The
peak energies and widths of these distributions generally in-
crease with mass, laser irradiance, and degree of ionization.
For a fairly constant irradiance and single-stage ionization,
spectra can be recorded and single mass peaks integrated
assuming a fixed energy distribution.

Important low-mass ions such as C1, N1, and O1 are
concentrated at kinetic energies below 50 eV. It is expected
that special window modes, such as calibrated combinations
of narrow- and wide-window spectra, will be required to
achieve the precision and sensitivity needed to addressin situ
science goals. In the laboratory prototype of LAMS, these
elements may be present in the residual vacuum chamber
gas. The redeposition of these elements following a laser
shot can increase their effective detection limit. We are cur-
rently investigating this process with a variable-delay
double-pulse laser that first removes surface contaminants
and then analyzes bulk material before significant redeposi-
tion can occur.29 Such ‘‘pre-cleaning’’ may allow closer
simulation of the conditions ofin situ analyses.

In addition to understanding the behavior of the current
LAMS instrument with a range of target materials, efforts are
underway to improve the sensitivity and resolution of LAMS
itself. Incorporating an Einzel lens~or other ion lens! will
increase the throughput via collimation. In LAMS the posi-
tion and voltage range of lenses must be carefully adjusted to
avoid complications due to the plasma plume. Similarly, a
pulsed ion gate will permit the selective suppression of cer-

FIG. 7. Monitored total element atomic ratios in basalt as a function of laser
shot number from an unanalyzed weathered surface. The vertical scale is
logarithmic. The ablated~crater! depth is approximately 0.2–0.3mm per
shot.
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tain TOF regions to minimize any ion interaction difficulties
and increase sensitivity. It too must be reexamined for min-
iature instrument use. The size limitations in planetary ex-
ploration also restrict the flexibility in reflectron design.
Tests are currently underway with ideal, or nearly ideal, re-
flectron designs that correct the TOF over a much wider
energy range than the two-stage LAMS unit. High-order cor-
rection in LAMS demands that component positions and
electrostatic parameters be highly precise and robust.

Finally, we are testing LAMS with an ultraviolet~UV!
Nd:YAG tripled ~355 nm! or quadrupled~266 nm! laser that
may increase its sensitivity to various species, including mo-
lecular compounds. Shorter wavelengths may also produce a
smaller and more reproducible crater. However, any im-
provement with UV must be weighed against the increased
complexity and fragility that may be required in a flight unit.
The infrared~IR! laser was originally chosen to test the sim-
plest LAMS that can provide useful results on future mis-
sions. We plan to provide a quantitative comparison of UV
ablation~as found in some commercial instruments! and UV
desorption~such as in MALDI-type systems! in LAMS with
the IR results in a future report.
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